Frontiers

with Peter Evans


(Choir sings)

Thus is the excellence of God magnified,and the greatness of his kingdom made manifest. He is glorified in not one but countless suns.Not in a single Earth,but in a thousand I say,in an infinity of worlds.

"Till a few years ago we could only speculate along with Giordano Bruno that maybe there were inhabited worlds out there,but we didn't have anyway to find out."

"All of that changed completely in October of 1995,when the Swiss group announced that they had found a Jupiter mass planet around another star like the Sun for the first time,and noew we have the order of 50 or so,and with the new instruments that are being built and new searches that are being launched by various teams,we can only expect the numbers of planets to grow even faster in coming years."

"And then there is this question of searching for life elsewhere,getting to the planet is a kind of first step to search for life on other planets."

"What's really exciting is that we now can see the technological tools so that we can build telescopes to see planets even like the Earth,if they're there,and even to se if those planets have life on them."

"This is just the beginning of something we can't even conceive of what it's going to lead to."

Peter Evans : You've done it,I've done it,and so too has the rest of human kind for millennia. We've all entertained the thought,the speculation,the dream perhaps that somewhere else in the vastness of space,spins a planet very like planet Earth inhabited by beings like us.
Until recently,the very idea that planets might exist around other stars remained just that,an idea,supported by statistics perhaps,but lacking hard observational evidence.
Then,5 years ago,things changed.What was in the Renaissance,an heretical idea,put forward by the philsopher Giordano Bruno,overnight became scientific orthodoxy,when the first planet orbiting another star was indeed discovered.
 Perhaps "inferred" is a better word,because you can't directly see a distant planet."Any visible light will," says European Space Agency Astronomer Malcom Freidland,"be lost in the glare of it's parent star."

Malcom Freidland : It's like trying to see a faint wax candle next to a modern electronic lighthouse sitting about 50cm away from it.The lighthous is situated in Southampton and you're trying to see it from John O'Groat's.

Peter Evans : So you can't see a direct image of a planet billions of kilometres away,but you can see it indirectly.In 1995 a group of astronomers at the Geneva observatory in Switzerland had just finished installing a new device on their telescope to measure small changes in the wavelengths of light coming from a hundred or so stars in our galactic neighbourhood.
Now a number of astronomical phenomena can cause star wavelengths to change including the presence of an orbiting planet.Although small compared to stars,planets can and do exert a weak gravitational pull on their massive companions.
Alan Boss of the Carnegie Institute in Washington and first Alan Penny at the UK's Rutherord Appleton Laboratory.

Alan Penny : You watch the star,and as the planet goes round the star,of course the planet tugs on the star by gravity,so the star actually goes backwards and forwards,it goes round the planet,

[It's worth noting here that those who say "The Sun goes round the Earth" in sci-mat.html if one were to be pedantic aren't wrong,in the sense that the Earth and Sun are rather like two ice skaters where one is swinging the other around,the one at the centre traces out a much smaller circle than the outer one.The correct statement is that both are orbiting a mutual centre of gravity,not one orbiting the other or vice versa,but for all intents and purposes, because the Sun is that much more massive,the effect is tantamount to the Earth orbiting the Sun -LB]

as it were,so if you measure the velocity of the star you can actually see it going backwards and forwards.

Alan Boss : In the case of our solar system,Jupiter makes the Sun orbit around a point with a velocity of about 13 metres per second and that very small velocity means that if you're looking at the Sun from a distance you would see it's velocity relative to us change by plus or minus 13 m/s,every 12 years.So if you can measure the velocity of the star,which can be done by the so called doppler technique,where you look at the wavelength of a certain line in the stellar atmosphere,then this line will shift back and forth in its wavelength because of the doppler effect where as you know if you stand next a railroad track,and a train comes by you as it's coming toward you,the sound is shifted to shorter wavelengths,and the frequency is higher and then as the train goes past you,it's shifted to lower wavelengths,same thing happens with light from a star.As the star is moving back and forth around the centre of mass,the light that it gives of is shifted by a very tiny amount in wavelength.

[Note that although there is no direct observation,the inference is exploiting a physical fact, so there must be something present.For those literal minded people who think everything has to proven with your eyes,this is how one can tell something is present without seeing it.The process is called "thinking" and exploits abstraction,the ability to build a conceptual framework within which the data makes sense -LB]

Peter Evans :  Using this wobble or radial velocity technique,astronomers have been searching for planets outside our solar system since the 1980s but to no avail. Then in October 1995,in Geneva Michell Meyor and his doctoral student Didiet Kelou,trained their newly equipped telescope on a star called 51 Pegasus,51 Peg, a mere 30 light years away in our own galaxy.
[A light year is the distance light travels in one year at 300,000 km/s,30 light years is about 2.8x10^14 Km,one could hardly describe it as "mere" except with regard to the vast intergalactic distances -LB]

Although the new technology had the potential to find planets,the fact that past searches had ended in failure coupled with the busy observational schedule meant that Didiet Kelou,was at the time,otherwise occupied.

Didiet Kelou : I was taking care of the observation of this program and working on the software I designed making sure everything was fine,and then I saw that object that 51 Peg object that really was not the way it should have been,I mean the system was suppose to be a very stable star with no change in the speed of the star,and then I saw a change in the speed of the star,night after night,and then it became a great puzzle for me,because I was not expecting a planet on such a short orbit.But once you work on the data,you  say "well I have no explanation for that system",then I went to see if the system had a young object,if we had spots on the star,and so nothing at that time,and then I became really excited,and then I started to believe that maybe a planet,I had to convince Michell Meyor,he was not there,I had to send Emails and fax,and he told me "Well you know,we'll see when I get back!" (laughs).Maybe the planet is completely strange,but that's the only way we see this data,and that's it.

Alan Penny :  It was astounding, it was totally unexpected,what they'd found was a was a planet like Jupiter in our solar system,but very close in to the sun,it was almost touching the sun it was so exciting and so unexpected.

Alan Boss : The orbital period of this planet is not 12 years like you'd expect for Jupiter but a little over 4 days,that mean that this planet had to be orbiting a star about a hundred times closer than Jupiter does our Sun,and that sort of extremely close distance had not been predicted in print at least by anybody.

Peter Evans :  The planet observed in Geneva was a strange world indeed. The extent of the wobble of 51 Peg suggested a body with half the mass of the biggest planet in our solar system,Jupiter and presumably made of much the same stuff,mainly hydrogen and helium gas.But so close was it to its star,that the temperature must be more than an uncomfotable 2000 degrees.For theorists such as Alan Boss,this large planet so close to its star was extemely disturbing.It threw a big question mark over the accepted ideas as to how planets and planetary systems such as our own form in the first place,condensing and settling out from primordial discs of gas and space dust.

Alan Boss : In effect,I had the misfortune,you might say,of having published a paper earlier that year talking about where you might find Jupiters,and I had said "well they should be out maybe 3-4 times the distance from the Sun than Earth is,but not anywhere near as close as where this first 51 Peg planet was found".So needless to say,this first observation was completely at at odds with the paper I'd just published,and this caused me as you can imagine,some sleepless nights,until one night it just dawned on me,"well what this must be telling us is that planets don't stay put where they're formed.It's still I think is true its very hard to imagine making planets in where 51 Peg's planet is,but what 51 Peg's discovery has told us is that after they form,planets somehow or other begin wandering and migrating and going walkabout basically,and that's I think the very first rather surprising discovery.What this discovery has told us first of all,is that planets must move after they are formed.

[I don't see that this is an enigma. In the early stages of formation a planet is likely to be hot.A hot planet is likely to be less dense  early on and possibly not have all the mass accreted at one spot,as it cools and collects mass,the centre of gravity will alter.
One of the questions put to me by those of religious persuasion is to explain the apparent order of planets and their seemingly chosen orbits.Within a system like a planetrary system resonances are set up between them which force them into a kind of balance.It maybe that solar systems are in a kind of "dynamic balance" rather like a motor cycle display team, contually in motion with respect to each other,but vying to maintain or hang around an essential structure which is created by the mutual warps in space.Considering how subject to Chaos N-body systems are,a stable formation seems like an anathema,but stable systems can be set up,but the apparent stability maybe in flux (see solarsys.html@nbci) -LB]

Peter Evans : Just going back to having a star with a Jupiter sized planet very close to it,

[Take note that size doesn't necessarily mean mass,since a planet can be less dense and the same size.What matters is mass -LB]

does that preclude the existence of - as we have with our own solar system - the smaller inner planets?

Alan Boss : Unfortnately,yes,even if you try to make a Jupiter there which is very hard to do,it's very unlikely that you'd be able to grow an Earthlike planet nearby ,and if instead you have to make the Jupiter farther out and migrated through the region where the Earth's would be then there's no chance whatsoever for an Earth-like planet to have survived the migration of a Jupiter mass planet through its orbit.

[I think Alan is guilty of doing the same think the CMO did over the BSE crisis (see beef.rtf@trans.html),saying there was "no risk" instead of "remote risk".Here Alan says "no chance" when he means "remote chance".It's quite conceivable given how N-body systems work that an Earth-like planet escaped -LB]

So all these systems we've found so far,these 50-odd planets are very interesting. They prove that other planets exist,but none of the systems we've found so far are compatble with having a habitable Earth-like planet in them.We still may have a lot of Earth-like planets out there,but we haven't found them yet and we haven't even found a system that could be compatible with one. That's...it's going to be along term distant goal for us all.

Peter Evans : Note that Alan Boss talks about 50 or so planets that have been discovered since the 51 Peg observation.No sooner,did one team of astronomers announce their findings than others followed thick and fast.
Now the sensitivity of the wobble technique at present means that only massive gas giants like Jupiter and Saturn can be detected.Even so, the picture that's emerging is as surprising as it's fascinating.For one thing astronomers now believe that at least 6 stars in every hundred, have one or more planets orbiting them,and that's a very conservative estimate.
Also they found sumo wrestler-sized planets ten times the mass of Jupiter,right down to middle-weights a little smaller than Saturn.
Teh cruicial fact is that the now know that planets can exist that aren't as hot or as close to their stars as the Jupiter-type body in 51 Peg.

Alan Boss :  A number of those hot Jupiters have been found,there've also been a number of what you might call "warm Jupiters",that are aagin Jupiter-mass objects,but a bit farther away because they are still a bit warmer than our Jupiter,but there not quite as hot as 51 Peg planets.
In fact it really is pretty much a continuum,in terms of the separations of these objects from their central stars. The distances range from a few percent of the Earth's distance from the Sun all the way out to about 2 or 3 times the Earth-Sun distance.

Alan Penny :  But perhaps most excitingly for three stars,we've found 2 or 3 planets going round them,at a sort of Earth - Mars distance,you know,telling us that planetary systems do form, it's not that the solar system is unique.

Peter Evans : A few months ago,a new technique arrived on the scene that allows astronomers to measure the size,rather than just the mass of planets.David Sharbenot at the Harvard Smithsonian Centre for Astrophysics.

David Sharbenot : The basic idea is that if we're fortunate enough to find a system in which the planet passes between the star and our line of sight,then we'd hope to catch a mini  eclipse,so as th eplanet passes in front of the star,it would block some of the starlight and thrr would appear to get dimmer for a period of a few hours.

[Note that in 3D the chances of any given object passing in front of its star with respect to us is quite low,but given the prospect of the numbes of planets,the chance of it happening at all is that much higher -LB]

So if the planet is roughly Jupiter-sized,then it's going to block about 1% of the light.If it's an Earth-sized planet,it's going to be very much smaller and so that is really not going to be feasible from the ground. So the observations we're trying right now are to look for Jupiter-sixed planets orbiting stars very similar to the sun.

Peter Evans :  And in September of last year,David Sharbenot and his colleagues managed - as did another US team - to osberve a series of mini eclipses or transits of a star called HD209458. He'd suspectd - using the wobble technique - that there was a planet there  with the mass of Jupiter orbiting once every three and a half days.The transit method cliched the matter. Every three and a half days,the starlight dimmed for a few hours,by about 1%.

David Sharbenot :  Which is exactly what you'd expect for a roughly Jupiter - sized planet.I believe that by far the most significant result from the tranist observations,is that the inferences that were made from the gravitational wobble really were due to orbiting planets and moreover that these planets are indeed gas giants,very similar to our own gas giants in our own solar system.
[Note that the presumed nature of the planets without even seing them,ie by using one's brain to project information about things one cannot see is backed up once one can find some way to get direct information,showing that the iindirect method is valid -LB]

 What you learn in more detail,is you can actually measure for the first time,the physical size of one of these planets and the mass when you combine these observations with the wobble technique,and so you've learned about the mass,you've learned about the physical size,and then you can calculate such quantities as the density and the actual gravity,the surface gravity if one were to go to that planet.

Peter Evans :  But let's look a bit more closely at what can be gleaned from transit observations currently being made They've certainly shed light on the contentious issue of the birth and infancy of gas giant planets.
 We know that planetary systems start off as vast discs of gas and dust,swirling round a newly formed star,but precisely how patches of this planetar raw material coallesce to form Jupiter-like bodies is still unclear.
Accordin gto David Sharbenot though,by measuring accurately the mass and size of the extra-solar system Jupiter he's been observing,it's been possible to make important deductions about how it formed,and why and when it set out on its epic migration towards its parent star.

David Sharbenot : Well what we learned about this planet was that although it was very much similar to Jupiter in mass,it was significantly larger,to was about 40% larger than Jupiter in size [Thus less dense -LB},and so the theorists all put their heads together and they said "well let's see if we can understand why this planet is a little bit bigger",and the reasonable explanation seemed to be  [Hotter? -LB] that since it's so much closer to the star than Jupiter is,it's very much hotter,heated by the intense stellar radiation hitting the planet,and so it would be puffed up in size.

[Incident radiation makes things expand a local example of this is the gaps left between railtracks to account for their expansion in summer,so that they don't buckle. The heat energy forces the atoms to be more energetic and on average be further apart,this translates to less denisty under heat. Another contra-example might be ice,leading to the oft ask question "Why does ice float on water?". 
Water is special in this regard and expands when frozen,which is why ice floats on water (see Focus Dec93 p30; Boyle's Law) -LB]

And so when they actually compared the size they said "well what happens if you were to take Jupiter in a model,take Jupiter and move it in close to the Sun,would it puff up as this planet did,and the answer to that is no,that actually you cannot puff Jupiter up once it forms,so what this observation is telling us is something very very significant about the history and the formation of this planet.

[Perhaps if we take water into account relative sizes by temperature is not so easy a thing to work out - LB]

You see if this planet formed far away from the star,as it slowly collapsed down and moved in close to the star,then it had to have moved in fairly quickly in about ten million years or so.
Now ten million years is a very long amount of time from our point of view,but in astronomical terms it's a very short period,and so what these observations were telling us was that this plane had to migrate in clsoe to is own star very early on in its formation.

Alan Boss : These new discoveries have really pushed the progress and the theory of planet formation into a whole new regime,because for the last several decades have had only a single planetary system to worry about forming,they simply had our own solar system and so they've spent,you know years and decades trying to have  better and better theories of just forming Jupiter and Saturn and now of course we;ve got another 48 odd systems out there that we have to explain.So you can imagine that the theorists are in a very productive area right now,and they've got more constraints and more systems to model than they ever hoped to have.

Peter Evans :  We're talking about gas giant planets,now what about the litle hard stuff like Earth? I mean where does that....where coudl that fit into the picture you've been describing?

Alan Boss :  In order to form an Earth-like planet,you basically have to have a system where the gas giant planets are not in the Earth-like planet's way.So you have to have a system where the gas giant planets are forming out at say 3 or 4 or 5  times the Earth-Sun distance comparabel to where Jupiter is right now,
[I thought Earth-Sun distance was termed AU - astronomical unit? -LB]

and if you have that sort of situation,then models by a number of people,including my colleague Geroge Wetherall have shown in great detail that it's quite likely that the inner region of the disc will from a population of solid rocky bodies of rock and iron that will,over a period of about 100 million years,build themselves up into Earth-mass planets,and we would expect that as long as there's room inside that disc for the planets to grow,that they will grow. So the hope is that some point in the near future,we'll actually be able to observe the existence of solar system analagues,systems where there is a Jupiter-like mass planet orbiting at a Jupiter-like distance on a circular orbit.. [Ellipse not circle -LB]

Peter Evans : That's important? It's got to be at a Jupiter-like distance?

Alan Boss :  Yes it has.

Peter Evans :  You don't want one of these migrating guys?

Alan Boss :  No we don't want a system that migrates.In fact we wonder sort of why our system didn't suffer migration,but thank God it didn't otherwise we wouldn't be here to worry about it.

Peter Evans :  The quest for planetary systems with Jupiter-like bodies far enoughaway from a central star to allow Earth-like planets to exist,is soon to start here at the Whipple observatory on top of Mt Graham in Southern Arizona.
The final climb up to the observation dome,brings us to the telescopes hefty 6.5 metre main mirror,and the Univeristy of Arizona's Bill Hoffmann.

Bill Hoffmann : So while we're standing here two things will happen. The dome will be opened while the telescope is still pointing towards the horzon,just to avoid the possibility of anything falling off the shutter onto the mirror,and then as soon as that's doen the telescope will be slewed back to the zenith,straight up.

Peter Evans :  As the dome's doors, open the whole observatory rotates too point the telescope in the right direction.The bell warns people outside that the building is on the move.
Now there's nothing particularly unusual about the telescope about the telescope itself. But the instrument between the mirror and its imaging camera is an extraordinary bit of technology.It's a called a "nulling interferometer",and if all goes well it may not be too long, perhaps by next spring,before astromoners get their first real direct image of a planet around a star.
It works by canvelling out the light from a star to reveal objects that normally would be los in its glare.Senior researcher Roger Angel explains the principle of "nulling interferometer".

Roger Angel : It's basically a way in which you take two telescopes and light comes in the form of waves,and if you're clever about it,you can take the waves in one telescope and add them to the waves from the other,such that the crests combine with the troughs for the starlight,and the waves cancel out and the star gets very much fainter,but at the same tiem the planet light which is coming in at slightly different angle,doesn't cancel out,in fact the crests combine with the crests and it gets a little bit brighter.

[Similar techniques exist with electronics for getting rid of background noise in audio signals. Tomorrow's World once reported on the use of an inverting amplifier to reduce cockpit noise in military aircraft. The astronomical system uses the notion of "phase cancellation". Some audio equipment exploits phase cancellation  to produce "stereo wide" effects.Indeed the tape machine that is playing this radio programme has such a button,as does my TV.Similar techniques are used to get rid of atmospheric interference from the Earth's atmosphere  in telescopes -LB]

So it's a clever trick,by using two telescopes together to kind of make the star disappear and the planet get relatively brighter,and then when you've done that,then you have a chance to see this very faint object.

Peter Evans :  The whipple observatory telescope only has one miror,so the astronomers perform a simple optical trick to get one half of the mirror to give them one image of the star and the other half to give them a second image to perform the nulling phenomenon.
Phil Hintz is the University of Arizona graduate student who's been building the interferometer which depends on a slight time difference to make it work.
At the moment the vision of the telescope isn't sharp enough to make out the infar red glow of extra-solar planets,because the Earth's turbulent atmosphere is distorting its images.Even so,Phil Hintz can still make some stars vanish from view to reveal the warm stellar dust cloud that surround them.

Phil Hintz : What's beng shown on the screen here is short exposure images from the camera and for the star we're looking at here,Betelguese,it has a dust cloud which was known before we imaged it,but by cancelling out the starlight in some of these short exposure images we can retain an image of the dust cloud,which because it's extended it doesn't cancel out. So as we're watching,some of the best images show just a broad extended dust cloud where the starlight is completely removed from this image,and the technique is analogous to planet finding where most liklely what we would see is just a very faint brown blob,once we've cancelled out the star,but it will be a true image of the planet,that is we'll be able to see what colour it is in the infra red,it'll be light from the planet itself.

Peter Evans :   And this coming spring,the Arizona team may see a planet for the first time,after the telescope's been fitted with a new optics system,to get rid of the flicker and sharpen the image. In theor they should be able to see the very largest of the extra-soar planets so far.
But in 4 years time when a more powerful instrument,the Large Binocular Telescope is up and running,they'll begin a more detailed systematic search.

Phil Hintz : The goal would be to look for planets which have very long periods around their stars,so that the methods that are currently being used to look for planets like radial velocity searches,would not be able to detect them,because the time to look over one period becomes to long,ten years or longer.If the instrument performs as we expect,we would be able to detect the gas giants and other planetary systems,for say the hundred nearest stars,and this is something that is interesting for just it's own sake,but then also fro understanding where it might be interesting to look for very small rocky planets,Earth-like planets with a space mission.

[Note that this is not done to be "useful",but neverthless may prove useful anyway -LB]

Peter Evans :   But to see Earth-size planets,even with a space borne telescope you need a very powerful and therefore very big instrument.Alan Penny again.

Alan Penny : We either have to build an enormous telescope about the size of a football field,which unfortunately we can't do at the moment,or we have to have a telescope which is almost as good as one that is the size of a football field,an it turns out that if you have a number of small telescopes,each the size of the Hubble telescope,if you have half a dozen of those,and you spread them out over the size of a football field,and then join their light together,to some extent they're almost as good as a telescope the size of a football field,and with that you could actually study these Earth's.

Peter Evans :   In fact,both the American Space Agency NASA and the European Space Agency ESA,have serious plans to do just that.The Europan mission called Darwin will be a finely controlled constellation of six space telescopes and one other spacecraft all designed to cancel out starlight an analyse the remaining light from any planets.One of the project scientists is Malcom Freidland.

Malcom Freidland : It will point towars the stars relatively similar to our Sun,that we know alaredy exist within the next 50-75 light years and go through them one by one. Dpending on the distance,we will sty a few hours up to a few days on each system,integrating the faint light from the planet,if there is a planet,and record it,if we see something we will need to feed the light through a spectrograph which analyses the light and sees the signatures of any gases in the atmosphere of this planet.

Peter Evans :  It's no accident that ESA has given this mission the anme "Darwin",in honour of the finding father of evolutionary theory [See darwin.html].Astromomers like Malcom Freidland won't just be trying o capture crude images of Earth-like planets.Darwin's instruments will alos be sniffing out specific gases in their atmosphere.As Didiot Kelou of the Geneva observatory saya,there's one in particular that everyone's interested in.

Didiot Kelou : The great hope is finding some trace of oxygen,because oxygen is a very exciting gas,because oxygen by itself disappears,it is a very reactive gas,and if you put oxygen on the moon,you wait long enough,there is no more oxygen,the oxygen has oxidised the rocks. It means that - this is the idea we have today - it means that if you detect oxygen traces it tells you that there is something producing continuously this oxygen,and the only way that we know,at least on the way that we're observing on th Earth,the only way we know to produce the oxygen is by life. It's a kind of life end result,that's why we believe that Darwin may find a trace of life by detecting oxygen if there's life on these planets.

Peter Evans :  If Darwin does detect extraterrestrial extra-solar system life on a world,or indeed many worlds like Earth,then again drawing on statistics,the chances of it being intelligent life,at exactly same stage of evolution or technological development as our own are fairly slim.More likely it wil be a world where single celled organisms swim through primeval lakes.I'll leave you to imagine those possible worlds.
For my part I like to think that somewhere out there,something like Radio 4 might exist where listeners could at this very moment,be tuned into a programme on habital planets elsewhere in the universe. I wonder what conclusions they're coming to?

Alan Boss : I am sure there are some tremendous surprises lying ahead for us,so it  would be very foolhardy to make predictions as to what we're going to find next,but given the...where we've just gone in the last 5 years - remember we went from a phase where we really were... prospects were pretty dismal,we had found nothing - so we may not find a habitable Earth nearby,but we may find somethign that's close enough that we say...that we leave it to our ancestors for the next 100 years that you've got to go ahead and spend the money to build the next biggest telescope that will find things for the next ten thousand stars or the next hundre thousand stars. If we find a few little titbits,a few teasers that tell us "Hey you're on the right track" or chilrden and grandchildern will continue following that trail and I think we will find something eventually"

